
Waying Out of the No Destiny

How unnecessary our human activities have become. How disjointed from nature our
life has developed. Our everyday life has become an everyday death by all means. The
need for simplification is desperate. Two things ought to drastically occur to remove
ourselves  from  human  death.  The  first  is  that  each  individual  ought  to  simplify  its
relation to society. The second however is quite opposite. It involves the individual to
articulate the relation to himself, his nature.

Possibly now, I may say that,  the articulation of the relation with ourselves naturally
brings a simplification of our social commitments. What I am saying here is that we are
born slaves of larger norms. These norms are artificial, they are written, cemented and
only military tanks or suicide bombers can threaten them.

By being artificial these norms are like cement buildings which need to be rebuilt from
scratch. They get easily obsolete and yet they get rebuilt with more enforced and sealed
materials,  the  latest  technological  innovations  which  now  looks  transparent  and
approachable from the outside but has transformed into a thin glass wall strongest than
the thickest armored cement.

Through an articulation of the relationship with ourselves we inevitably come to live at
the margins of the societal empire, of these artificial constructs. There we can cultivate
a most essential strategy of survival. It requires the greatest courage but the idea is all
together simple and requires not to cut but simplify our relationship with the socio-
technological mechanism.

Our time, our real capital then, can be devoted to articulating a practice in relation to
our nature. Only through it we are able to regain the humanity that the rationalized
technological madness has constituted. It is only at this point that we can re-enhance a
state of divinity which has been completely annihilated by now. Through this super-
human state of ours we can relate to the unhuman state in which we are born.

While our societal simplicity can be easily criticized, our articulated relationship towards
our nature is the only way to invoke a warm light guiding humans through the obscurity
that  the  technical  blindness  has  generated.  It  is  the  only  way  to  generate  a  fixed
constellation of stars immune to the turmoil of the below sky.


